First, let me thank Geoff Towell for his comprehensive critique of my book, "Neural Network Navigation for Mobile Robot Guidance".
An effective crash prevention system must work reliably under all weather and lighting conditions, and a major portion of the NHTSA project involves verifying ALVINN's capabilities. As part of this project, we are developing the techniques and acquiring the facilities necessary to carefully evaluate ALVINN's performance. One of these new developments is a downward looking lane marker tracker, that can estimate in real time the vehicle's lateral position to within several centimeters. This system only works when there are clearly visible lane markings, but under these conditions it should allow us to carefully measure ALVINN's road following performance.
Overall, the ALVINN system continues to evolve and improve. The book "Neural Network Navigation for Mobile Robot Guidance" provides a comprehensive snapshot of the system at one point during this process. Much of our current ALVINN research addresses the shortcomings the reviewer identifies, particularly related to quantitative evaluation.
